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ment is spending in this fiscal year,
and it tops by almost $500 million
the previous high, of $98.3 billion
in the war year of 1945.
The $55.4 for defense, up $2.7
billion from this year, is a record
for peacetime. The $4.2 billion for
space projects is a record nearly
twice as big as last year’s figure,
although the space agency direc
tor called it an austerity budget.
And tax cuts, should they ever
come through, would be the big
gest in all history, both in the total
reduction of $13.5 billion and the
net of $10 billion.
— BULLETIN —

Shi W eekend O ff
Ski Weekend, originally
scheduled for this weekend,
has been canceled, Andrew
C. Cogswell, dean of stu
dents, said this morning.
The weekend will be re
scheduled later in the quar
ter, he said.

Model UN Works
On Peru9s Stand
For April M eet
The MSU Model UN delegation
met yesterday afternoon and be
gan preparing to represent Peru
at the Model UN session to be held
at San Jose State College, April
24-27.
Committees to report at future
meetings are concerned with mat
ters of politics and security, econ
omy and finance, administration
and budget, society and humani
tarian and cultural affairs. A spe
cial political committee will em
phasize Peru’s voting record on
special questions.
William I. Burke, graduate as
sistant in history and chairman of
the delegation, said that speakers
on parliamentary procedure in the
UN and various aspects of Peru
will be heard at the next two meet
ings.
Robert T. Turner, professor of
history and Model UN adviser, told
the group of the importance of
“adhering to the Peruvian posi
tion.” Each delegation will be
graded on how it votes and how
the country is represented.
The MSU delegation hopes to
represent Peru’s position precisely.

From, the Kcdmin News Wire

Brandt Turns Down Invitation
BERLIN (AP)—Nikita Khrush
chev’s invitation to Mayor Willy
Brandt to talk with him has given
West Berlin’s city election cam
paign a lively issue. Both Brandt’s
Socialists and the opposition Chris
tian Democrats are going to try to
make political capital out of it.
The Soviet leader invited Brandt
yesterday to cross the Berlin wall
for a talk on the future of the
cold war outpost city. Brandt
turned him down, at least for the
moment, “with great regret.”
Brandt’s refusal was forced by
the Christian Democrats, the ju
nior partners in the coalition that
rules the city. The mayor said
that neither the Western occupa
tion authorities nor West German
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer ob
jected to his meeting Khrushchev.
“ I had the impression,” Brandt
told a news conference, “ that I
made a decision against something
which objectively I consider neces
sary.”
Now he will tell the voters that
the Christian Democrats forced
him to miss a chance to make it
easier for West Berliners to cross
the wall for visits to friends and
relatives in the East.
The Christian Democrats will
argue that it was wrong of Brandt
to even consider talks with
Khrushchev—if only because it
would enable the Communists to
say that he was already acting
like the head of a “ free city of
West Berlin.” The West has em
phatically rejected the Commu
nists idea of such a “ free city.”
West Berlin’s voters go to the
polls Feb. 17 to elect the city’s
133-member house of representa
tives.

65th Tear

______________________________________________________

Kennedy Budget Record High,
Vast Spending Plus Tax Slice
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi
dent Kennedy submitted to Con
gress yesterday a national budget
that would rocket spending to a
record peak approaching $100
billion.
The President wrapped together
into a single packet a vast $98,802,000,000 spending program and an
other request for big-scale tax
revisions and reductions. He said
this financial plan would permit
“the efficient and frugal conduct
of the public business,” boost the
economy, and lead in time to bal
anced budgets.
The new budget is for the 1964
fiscal year starting next July 1.
It holds the line on spending for
domestic affairs. But it bulges
with record outlays of cash for
defense and a space program
aimed at the moon and a planet or
two. Kennedy cautioned against
false economy in these realms and
said there is no way to buy secur
ity at cut rates.
The budget would soar to all
sorts of records or near records.
In the first place it calls for nearly
$4.5 billion more than the govem-

AW INDEPENDENT DAILY NEWSPAPER

tion gear as being taken along “in
the event that refugees are per
mitted to leave Cuba aboard the
ship.”
In addition to the ship’s 7,000
tons of ransom supplies, additional
ransom was to be carried to Ha
vana by a Pan American World
Airways plane which also would
be able to bring back refugees if
Castro agrees to their departure.

Italy to Support
Nuclear Forces
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi
dent Kennedy won Italy’s cautious
support yesterday for a NATO nu
clear force, and its pledge to back
Britain’s effort to join the Com
mon Market.
These were • the outstanding
points of a communique issued
jointly by Kennedy and Amintore
Fanfani, Italy’s prime minister,
after two days of talks.
The talks began shortly after
F r e n c h President Charles de
Gaulle turned down Kennedy’s in
vitation to join the Nassau pact
—an agreement between Ken
nedy and Britain’s Prime Minister

Harold Macmillan to provide
NATO with a multinational nu
clear force.
De Gaulle made it clear at the
same time that he opposes Brit
ain’s early entry into the Euro
pean Common Market.

Morse Optimistic
In Breaking Strike
NEW YORK (A P )—Sen. Wayne
Morse, (D-Ore.), chairman of the
presidential board seeking to set
tle the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts
dock strike, says he is still very
optimistic after the board’s first
day of mediation.
Morse also told newsmen last
night:
“ I think there has been prog
ress in that the issues have been
clarified to the satisfaction of the
board and the board has made
suggestions.”
President Kennedy, who ap
pointed the three-man mediation
board Wednesday, asked Morse to
report back to him no later than
next Monday. Kennedy said the
strike of 60,000 dockers was injur
ing the national welfare.

International Day Festivities
To Honor Foreign Students
To create closer ties between
foreign students and MSU students
Pres. H. K. Newbum declared
today International Day.
The event will be highlighted
by an “ International Festival
Dance” in the Lodge tonight from
9 to 12.
A fifteen minute floor show dur
ing the dance will feature talent
by foreign students.
Sharon Fitzgerald and Felipe
Gonzalez will present a Mexican
dance and Amy Shanu-Wilson and
Larry Ruda will present an Afri
can dance. Latin music will be
sung by Lila Flechsing, Isabel
Posso, Felipe Gonzalez, Rolando
Salas and Rutger vanHouten. The
group will be accompanied by Joe
Jackson on the guitar. Susan Selig
will hula to the accompaniment of
Bruce Wallwork who will also give
a ukulele solo..
Over $200 in prizes which were
donated by local merchants will
be given as door and contest prizes
during the dance according to Kurt
Weis, president of Cosmopolitan
Club.
Tickets will be sold in the Lodge
this afternoon and tonight at the
door for $1.50 a couple.
Foreign students wearing their
native costumes, three films on
foreign countries and a display of

Ground Blizzards
Rip Across State,
Cause Accidents
By the Associated Press
Ground blizzards halted traffic
over several central and south
eastern Montana highways yester
day night with a half-foot of new
snow blanketing the western
mountains and two to three inches
of new snow recorded at lower
elevations.
Four men escaped injury when
a Lincoln Stage lines bus, bound
from Great Falls to Missoula
skidded off U.S. Highway 20 north
east of Missoula and plunged into
the icy Blackfoot River.
Northwest Airlines Flight 40
touched down shortly before 6 pm .
at the Missoula airport, skidded
near the end of the runway and
plowed into a snowbank.
The 15 passengers aboard the
eastbound DC7 escaped injury.
The plane was held at the airport
for a safety check of the propellers
that dug into the snow.
The bus skidded on an “S” curve
(Continued on page 8)

foreign made articles are other
activities planned for today in
recognition of International Day.
Africa, China and Europe are
being featured in the films being
shown in LA 11 today from 1 to 5.
A display has been placed in the
Lodge.
“ It is hoped that this observ
ance will help us better under
stand our students from other
countries,” Pres. Newbum said in
his statement last week when
declaring International Day at
MSU.

Research Grant
Is Now Available
Senior and graduate students
interested in Asia and in studying
where it is a little warmer have
a chance to qualify for an EastWest Center grant for 21 months
study at the University of Hawaii.
The grant, valued at more than
$8,000, includes field research and
study in Asia.
The East-West Center is a fed
erally supported institution estab
lished to promote mutual under
standing among the countries of
Asia, the Pacific area and the
United States.
Scholarships cover round-trip
transportation to Hawaii, room,
board, books, tuition, an incidental
personal allowance and a study
grant at an Asian university for
six to twelve months.
Students interested in this pro
gram should write before Feb. 1,
to the Evaluation Officer, EastWest Center, University of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii, for application
blanks and additional information.

Enrollment Tops
Last W inter Term
Winter quarter registration to
tals 4,163 students, according to
Leo Smith, registrar. This is a 5.5
per cent increase over last winter
term when 3,945 students were
registered.
This is the sixth straight winter
quarter registration with an en
rollment increase. The new figure
tops all quarterly registration fig
ures with the exception of the
1962 fall registration. Mr. Smith
noted that in an academic year,
fall quarter figures are usually the
highest.
If the enrollment average in
crease continues next fall quarter
the University nearly will have
doubled its student body within
the past nine years, Mr. Smith
reported.

JFK Requests
Millions for State

Ransome Supplies
Leave for Cuba
F O R T LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) The freighter Shirley Lykes
cast off at 11:25 last night with
Cuba prisoner ransom supplies—
and a thousuand life jackets, in
case Fidel Castro lets more ref
ugees leave.
The voyage, expected to take
about 15 hours, will be the second
ocean delivery to Castro of food
and medicine for which he traded
more than 1,100 prisoners cap
tured in the 1961 Bay of Pigs in
vasion debacle.
Loading of the life jackets
seemed to be a sign that Florida
can expect another shipload of
people eager to leave Castro’s
Communist regime 90 miles south
of Key West.
The Coast Guard said the flota-
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MISS WOOL CONTESTANTS—MSU’s eight con
testants for Miss Wool of 1963 are, from left to
right, Lynn Szakash, Kappa Alpha Theta; Sharon
Ebeling, Turner Hall; Jane Pope, Alpha Phi; Carla
Jacobs, Delta Gamma; Raelee Bothwell, Brantly

Hall; Diane Schmoll, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Lee
Morgan, North Corbin, and Shirley Anzjon, Sigma
Kappa. Miss Wool will be crowned tonight at Uni
versity Theater following the Student Union
movie. (Photo by Bruce McGowan)

WASHINGTON (AP) About
$30 million for Montana water
projects was requested yesterday
by President Kennedy in his fiscal
1964 budget.
Largest Montana construction
item in the budget is $19 million
requested for Yellowtail Dam near
the Wyoming border, compared
with the $11,240„292 appropriated
by Congress for the project last
year.
The $19 million would finance
continued construction of the dam
which is a unit of the Missouri
River Basin Project.
Kennedy requested $4,400,000
for another Montana unit of the
Missouri River Basin Project—
East Bench—compared with last
year’s $5,225,000. The President’s
program also calls for continued
construction of Clark Canyon Dam,
East Bench Canal, laterals and
drains.
Reclamation budget items in
clude: Bitter Root Projects $66,000;
Buffalo Rapids Project $20,000;
Crow Creek Project, $30,000; and
project development activities in
Montana, $965,857.
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For the Young Innocents
One of the first bills presented in the 88th
Congress is one that should have been passed
last year. The bill would establish a con
servation corps for youths of 16 to 21 by
which unemployed young men and women
would be enrolled at a modest wage. The bill
would establish a program to educate and
train young people for employment while
doing useful work.
Companion bills are only part of a wide
spread effort to solve the increasing problem
of unemployed, under-educated youths who
increasingly crowd the cities— learning the
dangerous trade of degenerating idleness. In
a country which strives for more leisure time,
there are still those who can only spend the
better part of each day without the basics of
life, and with poor prospects of ever improv
ing their situation.
The steadily increasing number of young
people unprepared and unable to earn a liv
ing is primarily the responsibility of their
parents. But this responsibility too often is
neglected in the important stages of child
hood. Consequently, many youths suddenly
find themselves finally aware of cold reality,
thrown into a world by no choice of their
own, without training or education— without
the mental means to help themselves.
So the government is given the responsi
bility of providing for these unfortunate or
phans. (Soon we hear phrases like “W e, the

people, owe our youth the right to training
for a self-respecting life.” W hat was once an
occasional “ booster” from the federal gov
ernment is now its fulltime obligation; what
people once modestly asked for to fulfill a
temporary need, they now demand as a per
manent necessity.)
The fact that millions have not received
this education is not the fault of the young
people. If blame must be allocated, then give
it to the parents and leaders of this society
who have failed to enlighten their young
people for the gushing, rushing Twentieth
Century. The proposed bill will help do the
job the home family didn’t do.
Chances for passage of this and other re
lated bills are much better this year, especi
ally since reorganization of the House Rules
Committee has removed the dictatorial power
of the last bill’s chief foe, Rep. Howard Smith
of Virginia. Mr. Smith’s objections boiled
down to the undeniable fact that conservation
camps would receive both white and Negro
youths, and that educational facilities would
be open to all young Americans.
Since the majority of young people who
urgently need jobs and job training are
Negro, the selfish and arbitary nature of Mr.
Smith’s veto is evident. Hopefully, the results
this year will tell a different story— a story
of freedom and education, not bigotry and
ignorance.

Legislators Consider Cuts
In Power for Commissions
HELENA (A P )—The Montana
Highway Commission, faced with
possible loss of some of its motor
fuel tax income, received another
threat in the Montana Senate
yesterday—the loss of some of its
road building powers.
A bill that would set up the
Montana Fish and Game Com
mission as one of the construction
czars was introduced. But some
of the bill’s sponsors held little
hope for survival in its present
form.
The measure represents the
latest round in an undeclared war
between the two commissions over
highways that result in changes
to streams. Fish and Game per
sonnel say they sometimes have
been powerless to protect fishing
streams in the face of Highway
Commission authority to build
roads where it deems feasible.
A spokesman for the Highway
Department declared it has spent
its own money several times to
alleviate damage to fish by build
ing' pools, additional stream mean
ders, and pipe under roads.
The bill was introduced by four
Democratic senators, Robert A.
Durkee of Hill County, Arnold
Rieder of Jefferson, John L. McKeon of Deer Lodge and Leland
H. Schoonover of Lake.
The measure was sent to Durkee’s Fish and Game Committee
for study. Durkee admitted the
bill was “ restrictive,” and said
it likely would get amended by
the committee.
Montana Livestock Commission

From the Nation

Three Champion Truth in Current News
(Editor’s Note— The following
article is reprinted from the Na
tion, pages 22-23 of the Jan. 12
issue. It is considered more inter
esting because of the failure of
President Kennedy to act effec
tively in the New York newspaper
printers’ union strike which has
closed down some of the most in
fluential components of the Amer
ican news medium. That is, it
seems beyond coincidence that: (1)
The national administration is
charged with tampering with news
for “national security reasons” and
(2) this is followed by an extreme
ly relaxed attitude toward striking
printers’ unions. Today is the
forty-first day since the strike
closed such institutions as the New
York Times and the New York
Herald-Tribune (the one to which
President Kennedy excitingly can
celled his subscription.)

States the Nation:
The truth is mighty, they say,
and must prevail. It sometimes
takes considerable time, but in the
current news there are three in
stances (no doubt more than three
if one keeps looking) of truth com
ing to light. Not prevailing yet, but
at least being spoken.
After three weeks in Geneva at
the test-ban conference, Sen. Jo
seph S. Clark of Pennsylvania re
turned to the United States and
called a press conference. The Sen
ator suggested that the chances for
a test-ban agreement were best at
the top level, rather than at Ge
neva. He felt that we could have
an agreement, if we wanted one,
early in 1963.

Montana Kaimin
Printer B o w le r ................... editor
John Frook . . . managing editor
Eric Myhre . . . business manager

Then he opened the bag and the
cat jumped out. Since his return to
Washington, he said, he has been
“appalled” by the “belligerence”
of some of his colleagues in the
Senate. And since, by fiat of the
Administration, any t e s t - b a n
agreement would have to traverse
the “tortuous route” of ratification
by the Senate, Mr. Clark was full
of forebodings that we would not
get a test ban even if the Russians
were willing. Thus a myth was
overtaken by the truth— the myth
that nothing stands in the way of
agreement, now and evermore, ex
cept the recalcitrance of the So
viets.

Second instance: Interviewed by
David Kraslow of the Chicago
Daily News, General Eisenhower
took a swipe at Arthur Sylvester,
the Defense Department newsmanipulator, though forbearing to
mention the gentleman by name.
Occasionally, said the General,
governments must color or with
hold news: the U-2 incident imme
diately comes to mind.
But General Eisenhower appears
to have learned something from
that humiliating and costly experi
ence, while the Kennedy Adminis
tration seems to have elevated it
to the status of accepted policy.

General Eisenhower warned that
“ this can be heady stuff, that such
a practice—unless sharply con
trolled—can easily lead to dis
tortion and manipulation of news
for political convenience rather
than for national security.” He
added that news might be manipu
lated also for personal reasons and,
while he did not elaborate, Presi
dent Kennedy’s personal enmity
toward Castro is a possible inter
pretation. At any rate, truth re
ceived a boost from an influential
quarter.
The third instance occurred in
a speech by Rep. Thomas C. Curtis
before the Industrial College of the

.
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Armed Forces. Mr. Curtis de
nounced the common practice of
having members of Congress an
nounce the award of defense con
tracts, as if to say, “ See, I have
brought home the bacon.” It is
all very well for a member of Con
gress to help a constituent cut red
tape and get a hearing, said Curtis,
but it is shameful to try to influ
ence decisions for vote-getting
purposes. Few members of Con
gress harbor such scruples. The
speaker received an unusual ova
tion at the end of his address.
While not a large sample, three
such instances of truth-telling are
an encouragement if only as an
offset to the diet of news manipu
lation, image-making and lies told
in the name of “national security”
to which we have of late been sub
jected.

Pub Installs Baby Sitter
For Children of Tipplers
SHREWSBURY, England (AP)
—A local saloon is setting up a
baby-sitting service on its premises
for parents who otherwise would
be unable to go out together for a
nip now and then.
Officials who gave the pub per
mission to operate a children’s
room near the bar warned that it
must be supervised at all times.
The owners promised to install
a supervisor who they said would
serve the youngsters ice cream and
soft drinks.
The pub’s owner, a brewery,
maintained that “ Married couples
with young children can rarely go
out together for a drink and this
will enable them to do so.”

The license granting power of
the Montana Livestock Commis
sion would be limited by a bill

•
,

Nota Bene

•
#

Those wishing to apply for the
chairmanship of Leadership camp
may secure application forms from
the Lodge bulletin board, accord
ing to ASMSU Vice-Pres. Don
Robinson.
The position was vacated by the
recent resignation of Dick Kendall.

introduced in the Senate Thurs
day.
The measure, by Sens. Gene
Huntley, D-Fallon, and C. C.
Bentz, R-Carter, is designed to
obtain a livestock sales license to
Fallon County applicants.
Since 1958, applicants by these
Fallon County residents to estab
lish a licensed sales yard in Baker
have been turned down by the
Livestock Commission on grounds
of public convenience and neces
sity, Huntley said.
The bill would eliminate public
convenience and necessity as a
reason for refusing to grant the
license.
Huntley said the commission
denials were based in part be
cause North and South Dakota
markets were adequate to handle
cattle and sheep originating in
Montana.

Inventor Forecasts Day
Of Pocket-Size Computers
WASHINGTON (A P )—Pocketsize computers may eliminate the
housewife’s weekly shopping list
and the chore of filling it by hand.
Electronic communication would
tell the store in advance what she
needs. She’d simply pick up the
bundles.
This is envisioned by Dr. John
W. Mauchly, inventor of some of
the original room-size computers.
He already has developed one the
size of a suitcase and now is work
ing on a pocket variety.
Mauchly, in an address to a
meeting of the American Institute
of Industrial Engineers, said in a
decade or so everyone will be
walking around with his own per
sonalized computer, with ex
changeable wafer-thin storage files
to provide inexhaustible memories
and answer most problems.

CLOSE OUT
SATE

Fall & W inter Fashions
pants
dresses
skirts
sweaters
coats
carcoats
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jewelry
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Vs
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%
%
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Vz
Vz
Vz
Vz
Vz
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off
off
price
price
price
price
price
price

Florsheim
Imperial
W ing Tips
Black or Brown

$26.80
Value $34.95
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SENATOR PLANS DICTIONARY
OF CAPITOL GOBBLEDYGOOK

Sen. Stephen M. Young, D-Ohio,
says Washington gobbledygook is
far from a dead language, and he
is compiling an unofficial diction
ary of sorts to prove his point.
For instance, he said in a letter
to his constituents, the word, “ de
lay” has been replaced in bureau
cratic circles with “ a regression
timewise.”
The word “program” refers to
“ any assignment or task that can
not be completed by one phone
call” and the term “vital sector”
as bandied about by foreign aid
officials, “ apparently means some
country too proud to beg for money
but not too humble to blackmail us
by saying ‘you do this, or we’ll
go to the Soviet Union.’ ”
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Payne Discusses Weaknesses

Serious Lack o f Local Political Interest Cited
By JOHN MORRISON

Some weaknesses in government
today are unavoidable; one such
weakness is m unequal distribu
tion of population throughout the
states. However, “some of the more
serious deficiencies are caused by
a lack of interest of people at the
local level,” said Thomas Payne,
chairman of the Political Science
department at MSU.
“Local government is a paradox
in that we talk against centraliza
tion and for local authority, but
show little interest, through vot
ing, in local affairs,” he said. The
county system in Montana today
is an archaic carry-over from Me
dieval England and from a rural
America that no longer exists.
“Our once rural society is now
almost completely urban and our
governmental processes should be
changed to meet this new demand,”
Payne said. Some states have abol
ished county governments entirely
and it is true that “now there is
no function that could not be per
formed by municipal, judicial or
state government at that level.”
Actually the idea of abolishing
county government is improbable
but there are two other possibilities
to be considered. “First, to reduce
the number of counties within the
state.” Because of the auto, plane,
and train there is no need to have
so many countries because it is
now possible to travel farther in
one day.
For instance, Montana’s counties
could conceivably be consolidated
from 56 counties to 18.
Secondly, “ county government
might be reorganized on a more
efficient basis by adopting the
county-manager plan. This plan
has been used successfully in a
number of counties throughout the
states including Petroleum county
in Montana,” Mr. Payne said.
In this way a county would be
able to reduce the number of of
fices and elected officers and ap
point a professionally competent,
responsible manager.
In many ways, the city govern
ments have been neglected as much
as counties. Because their assump
tions about government come from
a rural past, it is difficult for the
people in the West to see and ap
preciate the many faceted patterns
of municipal government, he ex
plained.

For one example of how the
city government is hampered, “the
state legislatures insist on tying
the hands of the cities in many
ways by defining within narrow
limits their financial and policy
making powers. The 10-mill ex
penditure limit on street spending
in Montana is an excellent exam
ple.
“Most of the people who com
plain about bad street conditions
do not realize that there is a direct
relationship between these condi
tions and the state law which re
quires that major street improve
ments must be paid by abutting
property owners.”
Mr. Payne said that there are
two changes that would do the
most to advance city governments.
The first would be the “ adoption
of municipal home rule which
would enable the people of the city
to conduct their own affairs, and
second; the adoption by the cities
of the city-manager form of gov
ernment which would provide the
.cities with a more efficient, re
sponsible, and economical form of
government.”
School districts are also a major
problem in Montana and other
states. (There are more than 1,000
in Montana alone.) The districting
pattern hampers development and
a sound financial backing of
schools. Mr. Payne stated that “ I
heartedly endorse those authorities
who are working toward a reduc
tion of districts, to the point of
having only one in each county.”
The key to local improvement
lies in the state capital, but little
can be done without the under
standing of the state legislators
who in turn respond only to the
demands of the citizens. It is very
obvious that many reforms are tied
to one another. It would be much
easier to reform local government
if the state government is re
formed.
At the state government level
the reforms that are needed are
legion. Mr. Payne specifically listed
what he considers to be the four
most urgently needed reforms:
The first is a “ thorough reor
ganizing of the executive branch of
the government which would mean
an elimination of all officers but
the Governor and the Lt. Governor
and to make all departments re
sponsible to the Governor. The

Governor is handicapped now in
so many ways as an administrator
that it is difficult to hold him
responsible for problems that arise.
Secondly, the Legislative assem
bly. Some progress has been made
in strengthening this vital agen
cy in representative government.
However, the provisions of longer
annual sessions, higher salaries,
adequate staff assistants, and a
more equitable system of repre
sentation would eliminate the in-

U Professors
Prepare Bills
Several MSU law professors
have been busy researching and
preparing bills for the 1963 Mon
tana Legislature.
Dean Robert E. Sullivan of the
School of Law did much research
on marriage and divorce as chair
man of a special committee ap
pointed by Gov. Tim Babcock. As
a result of this study, 11 bills on
marriage and divorce were pre
pared by the committee.
Dean Sullivan also helped pre
pare three uniform laws. He said
that one of these, the uniform com
mercial code, contains 291 pages.
The bill revises laws regarding
business transactions such as sales
and chattel mortgages. This bill,
Dean Sullivan said, is likely to be
the longest one introduced in the
legislature this year.
Prof. Lester R. Rusoff, as the
vice-chairman of a special com
mittee, has been working on pol
lution and fish and game bills.
Prof. Gardner Cromwell has
been helping to prepare a sundown
driving bill. This bill states that a
person must be 16 years old to
obtain a driver’s license and that
a teenager cannot drive a car un
accompanied by an older person
until he is 18.
Prof. David R. Mason has been
working on a bill to revise the
rules of procedure in state district
courts.

congruity of one senator from Yel
lowstone county representing 75
people for each one represented
by a senator from Petroleum
county.
A third problem is the tax struc
ture of Montana which is so com
plex that a means must be found
to provide revenues necessary for
meeting the needs of our state
institutions.
It may be that the key to reform
in the previous three points may
well be found in a revision of our
state constitution which has not
been substantially changed since
its adoption in 1889.”
Recent experiences in other
states suggest that improvements
can be made only by holding a
constitutional convention and re
vising the document in its entirety.
“ It is my considered judgment that
the only effective means of provid
ing adequately for a sound govern
ment in Montana is through hold
ing a convention and redrafting our
state constitution,” Mr. Payne said.
In federal, state and local rela
tions, the trend towards central
izing more powers in the national
government is bitterly assailed by
some critics. As Mr. Payne said,
“the people fail to recognize that
much of this centralization has oc
curred because of the inability of

the state and local governments to
provide the services needed. The
ever increasing urban population
leaves no alternative but for the
federal government to step in and
provide the services.”
It is quite apparent to the im
partial observer that the activities
of the national government are
generally administered with more
efficiency than that at the local
level, although there are excep
tions, of course.
Part of the secret of the success
of the national government lies in
its superior taxing resources and
the fact that it generally attracts
the cream of the political talent.
Most is due, however, to the su
perior administrative system of the
national government and its su
perior public servants that it at
tract through a good civil service
system almost entirely free of po
litical pressures and favoritism.
Mr. Payne then said, “looking at
our entire political system it occurs
to me that what is needed most is
a better appreciation of the vital
role played by politics, political
parties, and politicians. What most
distinguishes a democratic society
from a totalitarian society is the
‘element of choice’ provided by a
functioning, healthy, two party
system.”

FUNNY MONEY UNEXPLAINED

ATLANTA (A P )—Mrs. C. G.
Lasater of Atlanta owns a dollar
bill which is the same width but
about an inch shorter than stand
ard size.

Leedy Says Tim e Lag Leads to Layman’s Misunderstanding of Art
By WILBUR WOOD

“ It’s disgusting! My own child
could do that!”
This was a typical comment by
Seattle World’s Fair goers who
chanced to wander through the
modern art display in the fine
arts pavilion.
Contemporary abstract art us
ually confuses, often frustrates and
sometimes irritates the layman,
who finds himself confronted with
splotches of vari-colored paint and
even tin cans and old wrist watches
combined in dubious harmony on
a large canvas.
Out of misunderstanding, a sus
picion often arises that the artist
is trying to dupe a public that
cannot discriminate between good
and inferior art.
“ Any antipathy toward modem
art is caused by people’s own stu
pidity,” commented James Leedy,
assistant professor of art and an
authority on the development of
art through the ages.
Mr. Leedy was quick to add
that there is always a gap be
tween the work of the artist and
the layman’s understanding of this
work and that no one has really
bothered to keep the public up to
date on art trends and changes.
In a free-wheeling interview—
during which the art history teach
er strummed his guitar, twisted a
wire clothes hangar into a variety
of beguiling shapes and kept run
ning to answer the insistent ring
ing of his telephone—Mr. Leedy
briefly outlined the reasons why
abstract expression is in the fore
ground today and some of Hie

problems contemporary artists
face in trying to communicate with
their audience.
Product of Culture

Leedy said abstract art is here
because it is “a basic product of
our culture.” This is an age in
which science is experimenting in
unknown areas, searching for cures
to diseases and probing into space,
he said.
“Painting today reflects this
kind of experimentation,” Mr.
Leedy said.
Abstract painting is not a new
thing, he said, but is a reincarna
tion of an art form that has re
curred in history since prehistoric
times. What makes today’s art
distinctive from that of the past
is that abstract of former times was
mainly to depict abstractions, such
as gods or spirits. Now the basic
purpose seems to be for the artist
to portray his own sensitivity to
ward life.
Reaction Against Realism

Artists have been reacting
against realism—detailed portrayal
of surface objects—since the last
century, Mr. Leedy said. This “ Old
Master” type of art became “ too
sophisticated” and therefore “ster
ile, formularized and uninterest
ing.”
Where does the art viewer fit
into all this?
“The popular audience today is
about at the level of the mid
nineteenth century,” Mr. Leedy
declared.
Art is a result of its society,
but the artist is generally “ an in
dividual plunging ahead” of his

society, he said. The influence
society has on the artist now is
“ somewhat symbolic”—in abstract
painting it takes the form of “ a
quality or essence of tragedy or
uncertainty.”
Semi-abstract works—such as
distorted human figures—often
portray a feeling of the “hidden
horror of our time,” Mr. Leedy
said.
Whatever the feeling that is
communicated, if there is any, Mr.
Leedy feels that abstract expres
sion is “something very imagina
tive in our age.” It is also some
thing over which the man on the
street has little influence.
Artists’ Individualism

The true artist, like the creative
writer and the musician, is highly
individualistic, Leedy believes, and
has “ guts enough” to take an un
popular stand, if necessary—“and
the whole world may benefit lat
er.”
How about now? What about the
suspicion that the abstract artist
is being deliberately obscure just
to be different?
It is not new for artists to in
cite controversy and criticism from
the public, which has almost al
ways lagged in its appreciation and
understanding of contemporary
works of art. Van Gogh, whose
works are popular now, sold only
one painting during his nineteenth
century career, Mr. Leedy said.
Gap in Understanding

The gap in understanding will
never be completely closed, Mr.
Leedy believes, despite the fact
that “ the artist has been forced by

modern times to come out of his
isolation and explain what he’s
doing.”
In the past the artist felt no
obligation to justify to the world
the significance of his work, he
said. However, psychology has dis
covered “ the deep value of art in
developing the creative aspect in
children,” Mr. Leedy observed, and
the artist has been forced to ex
plain the role of art.
“ And I think this is a fine thing,”
he said. Mr. Leedy thinks, how
ever, that for art to be fully under
stood, everyone would have to be
an artist.
It is a common belief, Leedy
thinks, that modern artists have
taken up abstract expression be
cause it is easier and less time
consuming.
“ Jackson Pollock (a contempor
ary abstractionist) doesn’t just slap
things together in child’s play,”
he said. Genuine painters map out
careful designs, Mr. Leedy said.
“ Only to the unknowing person
does an abstract painting appear
playful or erratic. It is actually all
very calculated.”
What about artists, like Pollock
again, who dribble paint onto a
canvas?
Beauty of Accidental

Mr. Leedy laughed as he said,
“Dribbling paint is different from
dribbling a work of art.” Then he
elucidated, saying that “one of the
advantages of art is that the ac
cidental can be very beautiful.”
He continued: “Flowing paint
can compare in beauty to certain
natural elements------sky, sunset,

rainbows. No one questions their
beauty, yet they are accidental.”
It takes a sensitive artist to
have the accident, he said, scoffing
the theory that just anyone can
produce a work of beauty.
There are problems. Not just
anybody who sloshes some paint
on a piece of paper is a genuine
artist.
Any art form can become stereo
typed, Mr. Leedy said, even such
an imaginative form as abstract
expression.
Decorative Art

Then, too, the term art has been
misapplied to some works whose
purpose was mainly decorative.
Mr. Leedy referred to one of his
paintings—a 10 by 5% maze of
contrasting, curving colors that
persisted in trying to fall on its
creator’s head throughout the in
terview. He said that he had spent
four months on it, that he had
been attempting to “say some
thing” with it, but had created it
mainly “for the design.”
Another problem that has crop
ped up is the one of faddishness.
Mr. Leedy mentioned status-seek
ing people with money who buy
the works of an artist just because
he is in style and not because they
understand or want to try to un
derstand the paintings.
Abstract expression is a valid
art form, Mr. Leedy believes, even
if it is ahead of its time. Art never
really changes, though its styles
fluctuate, he said, because it al
ways embodies the same elements
—man, love and other emotions,
form and composition.

A A U , NCA Arbitration Talks
Headed by Gen. MacArthur
of the East College Athletic Con
ference.
It was the ECAC which recently
imposed a blacklist, asking its 90odd member colleges to shun the
indoor meets conducted under the
auspices of the AAU.
“ We said at the time that as
soon as arbitration of the dispute
began we would lift the ban,”
Shiebler said. “ We will send out
notices immediately to that effect.”

NEW YORK (A P )—A moratori
um on boycotts, suspensions or
other disciplinary measures against
athletes probably will be declared
today when representatives of the
warring Amateur Athletic Union
and National Collegiate Athletic
Association begin arbitration talks
with Gen. Douglas MacArthur.
“The athletes themselves should
not be penalized during this period
that we are trying to clean up this
mess,” one high-placed spokesman
said Thursday. “ I imagine one of
the first moves of the general will
be to get the boys back on the
tracks.”
At the direction of a concerned
President Kennedy, MacArthur
will meet with hand-picked repre
sentatives of the rival factions in
an effort to end the long and bitter
conflict for control of amateur
sports which is jeopardizing the
U.S. performance in the Olympic
Games.
The first of the meetings was set
at 10 a.m. EST today in the hotel
tower suite of the retired 5-star
general who has been hero of half
a dozen wars.
“ We don’t anticipate a quick
settlement,” said Col. Don Hull,
executive director of the AAU.
“ These talks could drag on. for
days.”
If so, it seems certain that the
nation’s athletes, collegiate and
unattached, will be free to oper
ate without fear of retaliation
either from the Amateur Athletic
Union or its new rival, the U.S.
Track
and Field Federation,
backed by the NCAA.
"As soon as the arbitration talks
begin, we will lift our boycott of
AAU-sanctioned
meets,”
said
George Shiebler, assistant director

Skiers Meeting
A t Bridger Bowl
The MSU ski team will travel
to Bozeman this weekend to com
pete at Bridger Bowl with Mon
tana State, Idaho, Washington and
possibly the University of Alberta.
The meet will be the second of
the year for MSU. Last week the
team participated in the Idaho
Invitational Ski Meet at McCall,
Idaho, against some of the top
skiers in the West.
Mike Buckley, Montana’s A llAmerican, won the downhill event
at the meet with a time of 92.6.
Deraid Smith, a sophomore, also
showed promise at McCall by fin
ishing fifth in the slalom event.

TODAY’S GAMES
C League
Los Bonditos vs. Phi Alpha
Falfa ___
4 p.m.

_

D League
«
Sharpshooters vs. Wet
Willies .............
_.-5 p.m.
Stompers vs. Independent__ 7 p.m.
Olympian vs.
LDS _______
8p.m.
E League
Telestars vs. Northers ___ 9 p.m.
TOMORRROW’S GAMES

TO CONDUCT CLINIC—Hugh
Davidson, MSU football backfield coach, is one of two coaches
selected to conduct a series of
clinics in the coaching of football
skills and techniques to Air
Force and Army coaches and
officials this summer at Hawaii,
Japan, Okinawa and Korea.
Davidson will specialize in
teaching secondary pass defense.

NEW YORK (A P )—For the fifth
straight week Seton Hall’s Nick
Werkman tops the nation’s major
college basketball scorers, but his
once-imposing lead is now in jeop
ardy.
NCAA Service Bureau figures
showed yesterday that Werkman’s

margin is the smallest it’s been
all season. The 6-3 junior boasts
a seven-game average of 31.3
points.
Barry Kramer of New York Uni
versity, also a junior, rapidly is
pulling closer, averaging 28.8
points for 11 games. Statistics in
clude games through Jan. 15.
Werkman slumped last week as
he averaged 24 points a game in
two outings. Kramer, meanwhile,
scored 33 points in his only game.
Green Is Third
Colorado State’s Bill Green held
on to third place with a 26.3 aver
age in 13 games but there was a
general shake-up among the others
in the first 10.
Bill Bradley of Princeton and
Mack Herndon of Bradley moved
into fourth and fifth places, re
spectively, after ranking sixth and
seventh a week ago. Bradley has
a 26.3 average in 12 games and

6 Bits!
JUST 75c and we’ll deliver
anything from anywhere
in town to the M SU student
who phones . . .
543-6686

Garden City Deliveries
(10c for each additional item)

E League
Boomers vs. Wesley
House 1......._.................... 9 a.m.
Stubbies vs. Renegades....10 a.m.
F League
Wesley House 2 vs. Cannucks ___ ___ ______ ___ 11
Continentals vs. Crums....... 1
Blobs vs. Sakes 2 ............ . 2
G League
Wolf Point vs. PDT
Pledges _________ ___ 3
Sheiks vs. Nocturnal Five ..4

HALF A FRIED

MEIN

CHICKEN

85c
T-BONE

SHORT

STEAK

CUT

85'

Herndon is average 26.2 points
for 13 outings.
Canisius’ Bill O’Connor dropped
from fourth to sixth and Sandy
Williams of St. Francis, Pa., skid
ded from fifth to 10th. The lone
newcomer among the 10 leaders
is Ohio State’s Gary Bradds, who
collected 93 points in three games,
and climbed from 11th to ninth.
High Shooting Marks
Other individual leaders main
tained their supremacy in the
various departments. Jay Buckley
of Duke has connected on 66.0 per
cent of his field goal attempts.
Cincinnati’s Ron Bonham has con
verted 92.9 per cent of his free
throw tries. Paul Silas of Creigh
ton has averaged 19.7 rebounds a
game.
Unbeaten Chicago Loyola and
Cincinnati continue to set the pace
in the team offense and defense
categories. Loyola boasts a 99.9
scoring average. Cincinnati’s tight
defense has limited the opposition
to 48.7 points a game.

Tomorrow
Lanes
Time
1-2 SAE vs. PSK......i.........10 a.m.
3-4 PEK vs. Highlander —10 a.m.
5-6 Full House vs. SX ___ 10 a.m.
1-2 Don Wans vs. P D T ....... 1 p.m.
3-4 SN vs. F orestry.......... 1 p.m.
5-6 Newman vs. SPE_____ 1 p.m.
1-2 DSP vs. Rams .............. 3 p.m.

Do You Have a ...
(used or new)
Desk Lamp?
Dictionary?
■fa Brief Case?

Closed Sundays and Holidays

W e Have Them for You

SN APPY CAFE

Typewriter
Supply Co.

317 N. H IGGINS

314 No. Higgins

Friday. January 18,1963

After—Ski Snack
AT

B R O AD W AY
M ARK ET
North End of Madison
Street Bridge
KEITH LAW

8 Pounds of D ry Cleaning for $2
at the

Sunshine Laundercenter
(N.E. Corner of Holiday Village)
• Coin-Operated Dry Cleaners, Washers, Dryers
• A n Attendant on Duty to Assist You

Stretch Your Muscles and
Trim Your Waistline at

TREASURE STATE
BOWLING CENTER
Free Nursery in afternoon
Pro Shop— Kelley’s Snack Bar
Highway 93 South

“Still you are my
favorite work of art.
Stay, little Valentine,
stay.”
V A LE N TIN E

PORTRAIT SPECIAL

•fa Typewriter?

$ 1 65
FRIES, TO A ST, SA L A D , D RINK

Everything for that

p.m.
p.m.

Intramural Bowling Slate

CHOW

week among NCAA schols in de
fense, but the Grizzlies may have
a height advantage that could help
them on the boards.
The Falcons are sparked by 5-8
guard Johnny Judd and 6-2 for
ward Parke Hinman. MSU starters
will be Lowry or sophomore Rocky
Greenfield at center, Harold Peter
son and Ray Lucien at guards and
Harold Fullerton and Keith Law
at forwards.
Law has proved a mainstay in
the Grizzly front line in recent
games. The 6-4 junior is second
in rebounding and fourth in scor
ing for the team.
Tomorrow night Montana moves
into Ogden, Utah, to face a pos
sible future conference foe, Weber
College, for the first time ever
on the hardwoods. Weber has won
10 of its last 12 contests.
Floyd Anderson’s Cubs are 2-2
this season and face a tall Gonzaga freshman team on a neutral
floor in Kalispell. Anderson ex
pects the game to be the toughest
of the season for his team.
Likely Cub starters are John
Quist, center; Walt Jensen and Ron
Harper, forwards; Jim Griffith and
Stan Johnson, guards.
Both Grizzly games can be heard
on KGVO radio immediately after
the Missoula County High School
Spartan games.

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

— SERVE FROM 3 P.M. TO 9 P.M. —

ir k

MSU varsity and freshman bas
ketball teams will both play in
strange gyms tonight.
The Grizzly five meets the Air
Force Academy in the first cage
competition ever between the two
schools on the Falcon’s court at
Colorado Springs, Colo. With
guard-forward Tim Aldrich out
with a sprained ankle and center
Steve Lowry hampered by a bad
knee, chances for victory are not
bright for Ron Nord’s squad, which
has a 3-win, 8-loss record.
Air Force \vas ranked third last

Intramural Hoop Action

Kramer Challenges W erkm an’s Scoring Lead
In Nation’s Top College Basketball Competition

4 — M O N TA N A K A IM IN

U
HoopstersFace W ebe
A ir Force for First Time

One 8x10 Colored Portrait
with gold frame
PLUS ONE DO ZEN W A L L E T SIZE

For Only $19.95

Jqn (Itirlcu
P H O TO G RAPH Y I
Shirley & A1 Ham

736 South Higgins

A regular
$29.95 value

Dual Meet Pits Grizzlies,
W ashington in Tank Action
The MSU swimming team Will
oppose Washington State Univer
sity in a dual meet at the Univer
sity Pool tomorrow at 2 p.m.
The MSU team has a 3-2 record
after beating Idaho State twice and
Idaho once while losing twice to
Utah State last weekend in meets
held here.
WSU has also beaten Idaho,
Coach Fred Stetson said yesterday.
“ We expect them to be tough,” he
said. “We are lacking in depth
with only eight swimmers and one
diver.”
MSU has a young team this year
with only two veterans, seniors

‘ SEE HOW HE DID THAT?'— This is what MSU
wrestling coach Harlan Swanson seems to be pointiny out to his squad as they watch Jerry Lebsack
(on top) and Dennis Meyer grappling: on the mat
in a practice session before the team’s first match
next Friday. Front row, left to right, are John
Black, Tom Hodges, Ron LaValley, Bob Hertler,

Dave Targett, Dennis Price, John Jones, Tom Daley,
Pat MacLemore, Bob Palmer, Don Cominers and
Swanson. Back row, left to right, are Ken Johnston,
Arthur Villemure, Jim Whipple, Dan Garber and
Tom Mitchell. Team members not pictured are Bob
Richards, James Tyler, Charles Nelson, Bob Liffring, Dean Hermes, Doug Robinson and Ken Osher.

M SU Wrestling Team Opens Schedule
In Grapple With Ricks College Friday
BY DAN FOLEY
The MSU wrestling team, organ
ized just two years ago, will tackle
its first full schedule of intercol
legiate competition this year with
an eight game schedule beginning
Jan. 25 at Rexburg, Idaho, against
Ricks College.
Coach Harlan Swanson’s charges
have been practicing since Nov. 1
in preparation for this year’s
action. The team practices daily
from 3-4:30 p.m. in the Men’s Gym.
The 1960-61 season was the first
year of the wrestling program at
MSU. There were no meets that
year but ten individuals formed a
group which met once a week. This
was also the first year in which
wrestling was placed in the intra
mural program.
Last year the team had four
matches in its first season of com
petition. MSU lost two meets to
Montana State and one to Ricks
College and defeated Whitworth.
The program has gained in interFor Sermons Reflecting
Conservative Christian
Theology, Visit the

FIRST
LUTHERAN
CH URCH
Higgins and Daly
9:00 & 10:00
SUNDAY

This Week’s Sermon

“ God in Christ”
REV. O. WM. LUECKE
B.D., M.A.

est at MSU and there are now 25
men on the team. Participation in
the sport on the high school level
has also increased greatly and a
large number of Montana schools
have inaugurated programs in re
cent years.
The wrestling program is sup
ported by student funds. No money
is received from the athletic budget
although the department sanctions
the sport. As a result the wrestlers
are not classified as a varsity team.
Wrestling is directed on a na
tional level by the National Col
legiate Athletic Association. The
NCAA holds a tournament each
year and crowns a national cham
pion in each weight class. At the
present time Montana is not in a
conference and is not eligible to
compete in eliminations for this
tournament.
Plans are in the making to in
clude wrestling in the proposed
athletic conference. Montana State,
Idaho State, Weber and MSU have
teams in this sport. Gonzaga and
Idaho, the other prospective mem
bers, do not.
Coach Swenson said MSC is hop
ing to host a meet some time this
year to include the four schools
who would compete on a league
basis when the conference is set up.
Wrestling is divided into ten
classes by weight. The weights
are 115 lbs., 123 lbs., 130 lbs., 137
lbs., 147 lbs., 157 lbs., 167 lbs., 177
lbs., 191 lbs. and an unlimited class
for those over 191 lbs. A wrestler
must compete in a class which is
greater than his weight.
An individual match consists of
three rounds of three minutes each.
The objective of the match is to
pin the opponent’s shoulders on the
mat for two full seconds. If neither
man is able to pin his opponent,
the man with the most points gains
the decision.
Both men start the match on

their feet. The first take-down for
ceeding take-down is worth one
each is worth two points. Each suc
ceeding take-down is worth one
point. A reverse-moving from a
position of disadvantage to one of
advantage counts two points. An
escape— merely getting out of a
position in which the opponent has
an advantage—counts one point.
A man who places his competitor
in a predicament gains two points.
A near-fall is worth three points.
The team score for a meet is
based on five points for a pin,
three for a decision, and two for
a draw.
Swanson is optimistic about his
team’s chances for the coming
season. He stated that he has sev
eral good prospects including a
number of men who won or placed
in state competition while in high
school.
In addition to the proposed meet
at MSC the schedule includes eight
matches, four at home and four
away. One of the home meets is
for the reserves who will tackle
Northern Montana College Feb. 2.
The first home competition will
be Feb. 1 against Ricks College
at 7:30 p.m.

W RA Tourneys
Begin Tuesday
In M any Sports
Round robin tournaments in bas
ketball, badminton, ping pong and
bowling for women will begin
Tuesday at 4:15 p.m. in the
Women’s Center.
Women are asked to sign up by
Monday in their living groups or
in the Women’s Center Living
group teams for basketball and
bowling will be notified Tuesday
whom and when they are to play.
Singles and doubles competition
are open in badminton and ping
pong and women may sign up for
both. Teams do not have to be of
girls from the same living group
as in basketball and bowling.
Women who want to play but
do not have a full team are asked
to sign up in the Women’s Center
and teams will be made up.

Album of the W eek

“ Moving?’
Peter, Paul & Mary
IN STEREO & HiFi
If we don’t have what you
want, see our special Order
Dept, and we will order it
for you.

Baker’s
Music Center
310 N. Higgins,
Downtown Missoula
and
Holiday Village

Dale Bagnell Welcomes You

Black Bear Barber Shop
1411 South Higgins
The Flatest Flattop

The Iviest Ivy League

In the Basement of Don’s Drug
N E W SHOP HOURS
Monday - Saturday— 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Snow’s A & W
on the 9 3 Strip
Call 9-1697

WRESTLING SCHEDULE

Ricks College, Fri., Jan. 25—
Rexburg, Idaho.
Montana State College, Sat.,
Jan. 26— Bozeman.
Ricks College, Fri., Feb. 1—Mis
soula.
Northern Montana vs. MSU re
serves, Sat., Feb. 2— Missoula.
Washington State University,
Fri., Feb. 8— Pullman, Wash.
Eastern Washington State Col
lege, Sat., Feb. 9—Cheney, Wash.
Montana State College, Sat.,
Feb. 16—Missoula.
Idaho State College, Sat., Feb.
23—Missoula.

Doug Brown and Glenn Jones, on
the squad. All other members are
freshmen. Stetson said that he has
been pleased with the progress of
the freshmen. “ They have been
doing a great job,” he said.
Having so few upperclassmen
could hurt the team, Stetson said.
If MSU is in a conference next
year freshmen will not be allowed
to compete in accordance with
NCAA rules. However, the abund
ance of freshmen prospects this
year will give next year’s team a
good nucleus, he added.
The tank team will meet Eastern
Washington Jan. 26 in the last
home encounter. The remaining
four meets are on th§ road, includ
ing the Western Invitational Inter
collegiate Championships March 7,
8 and 9 in Denver, Colo.

Root Beer — Quart 25c, Half Gal. 45c, Gal. 75c
Pizzas— 8 and 12 inches—from 75c to $1.75

Orders of $4 or More Delivered Free
40c for Deliveries Less Than $4

Cheeseburgers - Shrimp - Chicken - Hamburgers - Fries

KLIMCHOCK GOES TO NATS

STUDENT CAR BUYS!
’57 MERCURY— 4-door hardtop, Radio, Heater, Auto
matic, very good tires_______ :---------------------------------- $495
’56 PLYM OUTH— Belvedere,
Heater, very c le a n ______

4-door

sedan,

NORTH LAND

Radio,
$450

’54 OLDSMOBILE ‘88’— 4-door, Radio, Heater,
Hydramatic, good tir e s _________ I_______ ___________ $250
• ’63 License Included with above prices
• A ll Three Cars Fully Winterized

Universal
Motors
@

Lou Klimchock, who led the
Pioneer League in batting in 1958
as a second baseman for Pocatello,
Idaho, has left the Kansas City
system in a deal that sent him to
the Washington Senators.

One Block off the 93 Strip
Phone 549-2313

SKI SETS
Skis, Safety Bindings,
Gresvig Boots, Poles

Complete $ 5 9 .9 5
W ith C rutches______ $69.95

All-American
Sports
In
Holiday
Village

T hink . .."
FIRST

HOME FOLKS

Sinco 1979

NATIONAL BANK

Building Montana’s Most Modern Bank
150 E. Spruce

-

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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Last Minute Touches fo r

MSULadies’ Dorm

★
TILE TOIL— Busy workmen
and tile-cluttered halls indicate
the approaching finish date of
Eloise Knowles HalL The new
dormitory for upperclass women
will be ready Feb. 1 for the
occupants of Corbin and Turner
Halls.

★
Fine Arts, Library Show
Art Exhibition, Says Hook

Power Failure
Shortens Classes

W ool Pageant
Selection Tonight

A burned electrical lead at the
MSU transformer yard caused a
25-minute power failure on cam
pus yesterday morning, according
to Herbert Torgrimson, assistant
superintendent of the physical
plant.
Many 9 o’clock classes were ex
cused when lights went out at 9:35.
The Montana Power Company re
paired the damage and electrical
service was restored by the time
10 a.m. classes met.
Three motors in the ventilating
system of the Fine Arts Building
became overheated when the lead
was burned in the transformer
yard, Mr. Togrimson said. Three
fire trucks were dispatched to in
vestigate the cause of smoke. There
was no fire damage in the build
ing, he reported.

Montana’s Miss Wool of 1963
will be selected tonight at the
University Theater. The decision
will he based on points of beauty,
poise, charm and personality.
The Triumvirates, a vocal group
composed of Dave Stiles, Bruce
Innes and James Cady, will enter
tain at the event.
Robert Catlin of Catlin’s Studio;
Capt. Merle W. Emmert, assistant
professor of air science; Mrs. H. E.
Ferguson of Anaconda, profes
sional model, and Mrs. James
Powell, Butte, the first Miss Wool
of Montana, will choose Miss Wool
from the eight candidates repre
senting the women’s residences.

APPEARS ON COMO SHOW

Joanna Lester appeared on the
Perry Como Show during the week
of Jan. 2 as a member of the Ray
Charles Choir.
She obtained an interview from
Ray Charles through her cousin,
the president of Dell Records, and
was selected to sing in the choir as
a fill-in.

HOOK’S “FOREST AT NIGHT’
SHOWN IN PENNSYLVANIA

Walter Hook, chairman of the
Art Department, is represented in
the 158th Exhibition of Water Col
ors, Prints and Drawings at the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Arts, according to Charles W.
Bolen, Dean of the Fine Arts
School.
The work by Mr. Hook selected
for the exhibition is a water color
entitled “ Forest at Night.”

Two exhibitions, “ Space, Light,
Mass” and “ Contemporary Prints
from Yugoslavia,” will be on dis
play in the Fine Arts Building and
Library through-out this month,
according to Walter Hook, Art De
partment chairman.
The “ Space, Light, Mass” ex
hibition features the work of
sculptor Robert Cremlan and
painters Robert Ellis and Gerd
Koch. The prints from Yugoslavia
are by 32 contemporary artists.
The first show is circulated by
the Western Association of Art
Museums and the second by Prof.
Gordon Gilkey of Oregon State
College.

Calling U . . .
Silvertip Sky Divers, Monday,
7 p.m., Silverbow room.
Montana Forum, 12 noon today,
Territorial Room 1, panel on pub
lications.
VACCINE FORMS AVAILABLE

Polio vaccine consent forms are
available at the Lodge desk.
Every student under 21 must
have a form signed by his parent
or guardian before he will be al
lowed to take the vaccine.
Student wives under 21, how
ever, can have their husbands sign
for them if their husbands are
over 21.

Machines to Cut
Legislative Load
H E L E N A (AP) — Electronic
business machines are going to aid
Montana senators and representa
tives this session.
The machines are producing
master sheets which indicate at
a glance any conflicts regarding
codes proposed to be amended by
the legislature.
The work being done by Board
of Equalization machines was ap
proved by the legislature in 1961.
The sheets each day show Sen
ate and House bills in numerical
order with all proposed section
numbers of codes to be amended.
Previous legislatures had some
trouble acting on bills dealing with
the same section of the codes.
Sen. Dave Manning, D-Treasure,
said the electronic help will speed
the legislature’s work, reduce the
number of bills, lessen the chance
of errors and cut costs.

THIEVES LIFT SAPLINGS

NASSAU, Bahamas (A P )—Tree
snatchers have lifted a trio of sap
lings planted last month by Presi
dent Kennedy, Prime Minister
Harold Macmillan of England and
\Premier John Diefenbaker of Can
ada during their conference here.
Authorities said that evidence
indicates the thieves plan to re
plant the . ficus benjamina trees.

Classified Ads
UNITED RENT-ALLS has it! 1011
Strand Ave. Phone 543-2826.
41c
SKI EQUIPMENT sells with vigor in
the Kaimin Classified Section. Call
ext. 218 today or bring your class ad
to the Kaimin Business Office in the
Journalism School.
tfc
HELP WANTED: Student with high
level of proficiency at use of adding
machine for part time work. Call
Extension 266, 11 a.m. until noon, Tues.,
Wed., Thurs., and Friday._______ 41-4tc
LUCE NEW, woman’s LaDolomite boots,
size 6. $25. Men’s Molitor 128’s, size 9,
$45. Head Vectors, 7-feet, $65. Phone
9-9396.
44c
TYPING at home. Phone 549-9696. tfc
THREE-ROOM APARTMENT, Close to
University. 521 Eddy.

Got something to sell— a message to telL Let the Mighty
Midget work for you with Kaimin Want-Ads.

CHECKING ACCOUNT

Just write your ad, only one word per space, below. Fill
in coupon at bottom of Ad-O-Gram . Fold the Ad-O-Gram ,
and bring it to the Kaimin business office or mail it to
the Mighty Midget in care of the Kaimin.
W rite one word in each square.

Cost in Column at Right
ONE LINE

1 day
2 days
3 days

SO#
30#
40#

TWO LINES

1
2
3
4

day
days
days
days __

40#
00#
>0#
$1.00

THREE LINES

1
2
3
4

day
days
days __
days __

00#
90#
I1J0
$LS0

FOUR LINES

1
2
3
4

Rim My Ad

Your Name

Starting___
Street Address

City and State
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day
80#
d a y s ___$120
d a y s ___§1.60
days __ $2.00

Times

What does it cost to live and learn at college? What
college bills have been paid? How much money is left
for future school expenses? See it all quickly and ac
curately with a ThriftiCheck personal Checking ac
count. With ThriftiChecks you look no further for
proof that a bill’s been paid — your cancelled check
provides it.
ThriftiCheck is college-oriented and kind to budgets.
Just a few pennies for each check. . . no minimum bal
ance. We welcome student accounts. Open yours now
at v

Southside National Bank
— On the 93 Strip —

Americans Recognize Variety o f 2 4 4 Curious Holidays
By PAT DUNN
Looking for a weak excuse to
frolic? Take your pick! Through
the years the U.S. has amassed a
staggering total of 244 yearly ob
servances which are recognized by
the Standard Rate and Data Serv
ice, an advertising corporation.
Scattered among the popular holi
days, many of these real, but little
known, occasions read like crea
tions from Mad Magazine.
JANUARY can be a festive
month if you give it a chance. It
is time to celebrate Break-A-ColdMonth, National Colorado Beef
Month and Wheat Bread Sales
Month. January 1st happens to be
International Take-a-Deep Breath
Day as well as New Year’s. Some
of the little-known festivities
which an American can toast to
are Annual National Football
League Golf Tournament Week,
National Franklin Thrift Observ
ance Week, The Louisiana Yam
Supper Season, National Fur Care
Week, National Kraut and Frank
furter Week and the two weeks of
Hot Chocolate Milk Time.
FEBRUARY passes while Amer
icans observe American Music
Month, Catholic Press Month,
Frozen Potato Month, Heart Month
and National Sickroom Needs
Month.
Bachelor’s Day
B e s i d e s Lincoln’s Birthday,
Washington’s Birthday and Valen
tines Day, some of the excuses for
revelry during February are: Na
tional Pimento Week, Brotherhood
Week, Pencil Week, Bachelor’s
Day and Pickle Ways For Lenten
Days.
MARCH is the time for Ameri
cans to celebrate Buttermilk Bread
Sales Month, Children’s Art
Month, March To Sunday School
In March and National Egg Month.
It’s a shame to limit public atten
tion to St. Patrick’s Day when all
of America could be closing up
shop for Return the Borrowed
Books Week, National Peanut
Week, Save Your Vision Week,

National Salesmen’s Week and the
First Day of Spring.
APRIL Fool’s Day and Easter
are certainly solidly entrenched.
But why not instead frolic to the
observances of Let’s All Play Base
ball Week, Honey for Breakfast
Week, Bike Safety Week, Good
Human Relations Week, Youth
Temperance Education Week, Na
tional Baby Week and National
Retail Credit Week? In April the
U.S. recognizes America’s Heart
land Development Month, National
Automobile Month and National
Hobby Month.
A Day in May
MAY Day (May 1st) used to be
an important part of the American
way of life before it became an
important part of the Russian way
of life. Instead of dancing around
maypoles, Americans now tend to
celebrate the first of Maykas Law
Day or Loyalty Day. Only Moth
er’s Day, Armed Forces Day and
Memorial Day are now generally
recognized during this great month
when Americans could be lifting
glasses in prost to National Cor
rect Posture Week, May Friend
ship Day, Humane Sunday, Be
Kind To Animals Week, National
Insect Electrocutor Week, Let’s Go
Fishing Week, American Merchant
Marine Book Week and National
Pickle Week. May festivities in
clude National Foot Health Month,

Kappa Tau Alpha Initiates
Students, Staff Members
Two journalism students and
three journalism school faculty
members were initiated Friday
into Kappa Tau Alpha, national
society honoring scholarship in
journalism.
Students initiated were John E.
Frook, a senior, and Ray S. Maidment, Jr., a graduate student. Fac
ulty members were Philip J. Hess,
William J. Mullendore and Ronald
P. Richards, assistant professors.
Nathan Blumberg, dean of the
School of Journalism, conducted
the initiation.

National Ornamental Iron Month,
National White Bread Month and
New York’s a Nice Place to Visit
or Live Month.
June offers us a month to cele
brate National Ragweed Control
and National Recreation. At hand
in June in addition to Flag Day
and Father’s Day, is the chance to
rejoice for Summertime Is Banana
Time, Old Maids’ Day, Interna
tional Kraut Round Dog Week,
National Expectant Fathers’ Day,
National Bowtie Week and the
two week celebration of Let’s Play
Tennis.
JULY 1st signals the start of
National Hot Dog Month, National
Ice Tea Time, Rye Bread Sales
Month, Pickles for Picnic Time
and Pic-l-nic Time observances in
the U.S. Most Americans, unfor
tunately, noly know about Inde
pendence Day.
AUGUST — National Sandwich
Month—doesn’t have a day of
common celebration in America.
Two occasions which have possi
bilities are National Clown Week
and International Character Day.
From Popcorn to Dogs
SEPTEMBER offers Child Foot
Health Month, Home Sweet Home
Month, Lamb Time U.S.A., Na
tional Better Breakfast Month,
National Insulation Month and
National Protein Bread Sales
Month as party excuses. Red-letter
events in addition to Labor Day
in this fascinating month are: Les
sons in Truth Week, National Pop
corn Farmer’s Day, National Tie
Week, International Tuna Week,
National Dog Week and National
Barefoot Freedom Week.
OCTOBER schedules should in
clude proper observance of Biscuit
and Muffin Month, Country Ham
Month and Let’s Go Hunting
Month. Opportunities for getting
under the weather include United
Nations Day, The West Virginia
Black Walnut Festival, Cleaner Air
Week, National Popcorn Week and
National Pretzel Week festivities.
Birds, Pickles, Thanksgiving
NOVEMBER—the time for Rais

in Bread Sales Month frolicking—
brings us National Horseradish
Week, Cat Week International,
Asparagus Week, National Bird
Cage Week and Holidays Are
Pickle Days observances. Thanks
giving and Veteran’s Day don’t
seem enough.
DECEMBER is dominated by
Christmas. Two possibilities for
creative parties during the month
are observances honoring Univer
sal Bible Week and Quarterly
Temperance Sunday.
NEW YORK CITY BANS SALE
OF RADIUM-DIAL WATCHES
NEW YORK (AP) — The City
Board of Health has placed a ban
on sales of radium-dial pocket
watches in New York City, effec
tive Feb. 1, on the ground that
they are a radiation hazard to per
sons who carry them.
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Statistics Show Negroes
Get More Federal Jobs
WASHINGTON (AP)—Negroes
are getting a bigger share of fed
eral government jobs. And most
of their new jobs are the white
collar kind.
The trends were shown in 196162 figures released by the Presi
dent’s Committee on Equal Em
ployment Opportunity.
From June 1961 to June 1962,
the number of jobs on the federal
payroll increased by 62,633. Of
these, Negroes took 10,737, or 17
per cent.
The new Negro employes had
5,500 jobs in the $4,500 to $10,000
range and 374 jobs in the $9,000 to
$20,000 range.^

BUY OF THE WEEKEND
Friday thru Sunday
24c

Henry’ s Big Cheeseburger

(Regular 29c value)

Other Eating Events . . .
M en!

Fight off Brantly’ s snowball fighters with
Henry’ s Onion Rings

^

serving 28c

pound 64c

" f a

pound $ 1 .2 8

Keep warm and healthy— drink

Henry’ s Hot Chocolate — 15c
— Made with Milk —

HENRY’S DRIVE-IN
Open til 1 a.m.
A T THE ENTRANCE OF H O L ID A Y V IL LA G E

ON DRUG
Downtown Missoula’s
LARGEST AND BEST STOCKED DRUG STORE
Brings you the city's finest assortment of Pipe Tobaccos, Cigars, Cigarettes and Chewing Tobacco
at popular low prices.
PIPES
LAR G E SELECTION OF
Kaywoodies
Kirsten
Yellow Bowl
Corn Cobs
Dr. Grabow

Have you been looking for any
of these fine pipe tobaccos?
Amphora
Amphora Aromatic
Prestige Mixture
Holland Import
Holland House
Sail
Sail Aromatic
Mixture 79
London Dock
Antihue Mixture
Royal Tivoli
Old Briar
Heinie’ 8 Blend
India House
Barking Dog
Hickory
Bowl of Roses

Rnm & Maple
Brush Creek
Cherry Blend
Walnut
W hite Cloud
Whitehall Mixture
Crosby Square
Pepers Pouch
Mixture
Donniford
Edgeworth Sliced
V IP Mixture
Blue Boar
Mapleton
Briggs
and A ll Standard
Brands

CIGARS

ACCESSORIES
Pipe Sweeteners
Pipe Filters
Pipe Cleaners
Tobacco Pouches — Now Acqua Filter
Pipe Racks

Roi-Tan, complete line

Singles, 5-Pack, Boxes
Coronas

W estern— Larks— Lancers
Arrows— Sports
Webster, complete line
La Corona
Phillies, complete line
Dutch Masters
Earl Marshal
Red Dot
W hite Owl
Kang Edward
Van Dyke
Tampa Cubs
R . C. Dun
Homemade Cigars
W o lf Bros.

Service Unlimited
Use us as you would your favorite store at
home.
W e will cash your checks and charge for a
limited time when you are a little short.

We want your business. We will do what we can to warrant it.
Friday, January 18,1963
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Ground Blizzard Hit Montana
(Continued from page 1)
about 21 miles from Missoula, near
Twin Creeks, and went down a
40-foot embankment before land
ing in the river.
Milton Boyce, the driver, and
his passengers, Edward Carvey of
Missoula and Don Stacy and
Thomas P. Shortman, both of
Seeley Lake, climbed to the top
of the bus as it floated about 150
feet down the river.
An Anaconda Co. crew working
at Twin Creeks put a rubber raft
into the river and rescued the
four men.
Another accident was reported
on U.S. 20 about eight miles north
east of Missoula. A big semi-trailer
truck skidded into a guard rail,
causing a traffic jam on the snowcovered highway.

Little Man on Campus

by Dick Bibler

Powder snow, driven by a 20mile an hour wind, reduced vis
ibility to zero at times in most
sections of the Treasure State east
of the Continental Divide.
Rogers Pass on Montana 20 was
closed. Only emergency travel was
allowed between Helena and
Townsend. No traffic was allowed
fom Crow Agency east on U.S. 212.
Six inches of new snow was re
ported in the Lame Deer-Ashland
area.
Eight inches of fresh snow was
measured over King’s Hill. The
Lewistown area had six inches of
new snow, some sections around
Great Falls got a five-inch
blanket and the Billings area had
up to four inches.
Montana weather should im
prove today with the surge of cold
air moving on south.

The 4th annual Sinfonia Jazz
Festival will be presented in the
University Theater Sunday, Jan.
20 at 8:15.
Featured on the program will be
Bob Lucas’ Embers, Dale Frank's
Playboys, Pete Peterson’s Bluehawks, and a guest high school
band from Columbia Falls.
Tickets are on sale at the Lodge
for $1.

GIRLS
D orothy G ray
JLipstick Special
Two full-size Lipsticks

CAMPUS

for $ 1 .0 0

YO U R NEIGHBORHOOD THEATRE
Phone 549-0424
Feature 7 and 9 p.m.

SHEER V E LV E T
C R E A M Y FOR M ULA

Rock Hudson
D oris Day
„T ony
Randall

^OMFrtME*

Peterson Drug
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$83,105 Awarded
Larson’s Studies
In M icrobiology

In the picture with VIPI

Coming Wednesday, January 2 3
Based on the play by Tennessee Williams

SoB&\B

7 "S U M M E R

and

Jazz Musicians
Entertain Sunday

PHONE 549-7085

JV o w T?

N O W through TUESDAY!
If you
come in
five minutes
after
this picture
begins,
you won't
know
what it's
all about!

Carl L. Larson, professor of mi
crobiology, has received a $83,105
Research Center Award from the
National Institutes of Health, ac
cording to Pres. H. K. Newburn.
The award will help support Mr.
Larson in ' five years of research
in immunity and allergy in infec
tious disease. Mr. Larson said he
will concentrate on tuberculosis
research because it exhibits all the
phenomena found in the field of
immunology and knowledge of TB
is basic to the understanding of
other diseases. His research will
emphasize the study of resistance
in TB.
Mr. Larson directed the Rocky
Mountain Laboratory at Hamilton
from 1950 to 1961. Terminating 23
years’ service with the U.S. Public
Health Service, he began his cur
rent assignment at MSU last Oc
tober and has since been appointed
director o f the Stella Duncan Me
morial Institute.
The appointment of Mr. Larson
to head the Stella Duncan research
program, coupled with the finan
cial boost by the USPHS award
and the research facilities in the
the new Health Sciences building,
will accelerate basic research at
MSU, according to Robert W.
Coonrod, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.

SM O KE'
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232 N. Higgins

Tuesday

Shows Continuous Daily From 2:00 P.M.

PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT
— AT REGULAR PRICES —
. . . A PICTURE TO R IV A L
“BEN H UR” — “SP A R TA C U S” — and “EL CID”

“ILLUMINATING EXPERIENCE!

A prime topic of discussion on
campus today is the weather—but
no one is doing anything about it.

when you’ve
seen it all,
you’ll sw ear
there’s
never been

■ S * "
***'*$*&•: ‘
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M ovie Tonight

I’LL C R Y T O M O R R O W
Starring
S U SA N H A L W A R D
EDDIE A LB E R T

RICH ARD CONTE

i Frank Sinatra
. me
Laurence Harvey
Manchurian;
Janet Leigh ^m ^Candidate

JO V A N FLEET

The highly publiciqed rise and fall of Lillian Roth
who at the height of her singing career, took to drink and
for 1 6 years lived in a nightmare of alcoholism. Susan
Hayward, as Miss Roth, gives an outstanding characteriza
tion in a motion picture which tells the singer’ s story with
compassion and genuine conviction.

University Theater
7:30

25c

Program Council M ovies Comm ittee
Presentation

Angela Lansbury Henry Silva James Gregory
It is vital that you see this picture from the beginning!
Please note starting times carefully . . .
Tonight, Monday and Tuesday at 7:00 - 9:55
Saturday at 3:55 - 7:00 - 9:55
Sunday at 1:05 - 4:05 - 7:05 - 9:40

N E X T !
Harold Hecht’s $7,000,000 Production of

“ TARUS

BULBA”

Now . . . Add a Motion Picture to the Wonders of
the World!

W ILM A TH EATRE
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Phone
543-7341

